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To (t/l. ution, it in?t concert: inder or other form, and I dio not limit myselt 
Be it known that I, Ti IEOPHIL. PFISTER, a as to the manner in which the hollow articles 

citizen of the United States, residing at Chi- are to ba produced, as they will usually be of 
cago, in the county of Cook and State of Illi- glass and may be molded, blown, pressed, or 
nois, have invented an Improvement in Or- otherwise formed in any well-known manner. 
inancnting Glass, of which the following is a Under all circumstances the hollow or con 
specification. . . . . cave portion of the article is filled with orna 

Ioilow articles, such as letters, usually of mental material of the desired color or char 
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! Yetai, have been caused to adhere to the sur- acter-such, for example, as pieces of broken 
face of glass, and solid letters and other ar- colored glass, ornamental pieces of mineral 
ticles of an ornamental character have been substances, or pieces of material gilded or sil 
applied both to the outer and thc inner sur- vered--or foil or leaf metal may beintroduced 
faces of windows or plates of glass. on the inner surface of the letter or other ar 
The present invention relates to the orna- ticle previous to the filling material being in 

metal character that is given to the hollow troduced or in between the layers of filling 
article that is a fixed to the surface of the material, and an adhesive material-such as 
window or plate of glass. In lay present in- liquid gelatin glue, silicate of soda, or varnish, 
vention the article to be affixed to the glass or any mixture of such substances--is to be 
is inado hollow and the holl: W or concave side filled inte the conical article to calise the par 
is filled with pieces of broken glass or prisms ticles or pieces to adhere to the same and then 
or picces of ornamential mate als, either plain, to cause the article to adhere to the glass, 
silvered, gilded, or colored, and an adhesive plate, or other surface to which the article is 
maierial is employed for holding the pieces to be affixed, and care should be taken to al 
together within the hollow letter or ornament low the cementing materials to dry, set, or 
and for causing such hullow letter or orna- harden sufficiently before the article is at 

eit, to adhere to the sul face of the glass. tached to the surface. It will usually be ad 
By this improvcimolatornamental or artistic vantageous to allow such cementing mate 

letters in great variety can be produced or rials to harden or set and then apply an ad 
the glass ornamented by vines, scrolls, leaves, hesive material to the surface to cause the 
or other designs, and the ornainental effects same to adhere to the plate of glass or other 
and the colors employed are largely under surface. Otherwise there would not be suffi 
the control of the artist, so that the desired cient opportinity for the drying or setting of 
effects can be produced and in great varieties the adhesive materials made use of to cause 
from similar or standard hollow letters or or- the partifles to adhere to each other and with 
inallets that are illed in. in the letter or other article. 

it thic drawings I have represented in Fig- While this improvement is especially avail. 
tire a portion of a latt, f glass with orna- able with translucent or transparent letters 
nients applied thereoi, a if it iig. 2 a section 
of the saic in a magnified size. 

or other devices attached to the surface of 
the window or plate of glass, the improvement 
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The plate of glass is illustrated at A, and a is available where the letter or ornament is . . 
hollow letter is indicated at 3. At Ca hollow transparent and concave for receiving the or 
leaf and stem are illustrated and at D a hol- namental materials to be seen through the 
low circular article similar to a watch glass transparentletter or other article, and in this 
or crystal, and it will be understood that the case such ornaments may be applied to a wall 
shapes employed aro numerous and under the or other opaque backiig, 
control of the it irtist. I claim as my invention 

In all instances the edges of the hollow air- 1. As a new article of manufacture, a let 
ticle are to coincide with the surface of the ter or ornamental article hollow on the face 
glass to whici they are to be attached. in side and with edges adapted to coincide with 
other words, such edges are to be in a plane the plate of glass to which it is to be attached 
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where the glass is flat, or they are to be curved and such article filled in level with the edges, 
when the flate of glass is a section of a cyl- with ornamental pieces of glass or similar : 
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material and caused to adhere together and adapted to coincide with a nilate of glass or Io 
to the hollow article by an attaching cement other surface to which the letter or ornament 
or varnish, substantially as set forth. is to be attached, substantially as set forth. 

2. As a new article of manufacture, a hol- Signed by me this 27th day of May, 1898. 
low letter or ornament of transparent mate- - y y rial filled in with pieces of glass or other or- - THEOPHI, PFISTER. 
namental material and adhesive material for Witnesses: 
holding such ornamental pieces in position, GEO. T. PINCKNEY, 
the edges of the letter or ornament being S. T. IIAVILAND. 


